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BOUNDEDNESS OF BILINEAR OPERATORS
WITH NONSMOOTH SYMBOLS
John E. Gilbert and Andrea R. Nahmod*
Abstract. We announce the Lp-boundedness of general bilinear operators asso-
ciated to a symbol or multiplier which need not be smooth. We establish a general
result for multipliers that are allowed to have singularities along the edges of a
cone as well as possibly at its vertex. It thus unifies ealier results of Coifman-
Meyer for smooth multipliers and ones, such the Bilinear Hilbert transform of
Lacey-Thiele, where the multiplier is not smooth.
1. Introduction and statement of the results
Let B : S(R) × S(R) → S ′(R) be a continuous bilinear operator which com-
mutes with simultaneous translations. Then there exists m in S ′(R × R), the
symbol or multiplier , such that
(1.1) B(f, g)(x) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
m(ξ, η)f̂(ξ) ĝ(η) e2πix(ξ+η) dξdη,
and B commutes also with simultaneous dilations if m is homogeneous of degree
0. It is easy to see that f, g −→ B(f, g) is continuous as a mapping from
S(R) × S(R) into L2(R) when m is in L∞(R2), and that B(f, g) lies in the
complex Hardy space H2C(R) if in addition the support of m lies in the half-
plane ξ + η ≥ 0. The basic Lp-boundedness problem is to prescribe conditions
on m = m(ξ, η) so that B extends to a bounded operator from Lp(R) × Lq(R)
into Lr(R) for p, q > 1 and 1/p+ 1/q = 1/r.
In this note we report the Lp-boundedness result when m is not necessarily
smooth, unifying previous results of Coifman-Meyer for smooth multipliers with
ones for the non-smooth case, including the recent results of Lacey-Thiele for
the Bilinear Hilbert transform. The first Main Theorem establishes a general
result for multipliers that are allowed to have singularities along the edges of
a cone as well as possibly at its vertex. Using a Whitney decomposition in
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the Fourier plane a general bilinear operator is represented as infinite discrete
sums of time-frequency paraproducts obtained by associating wave-packets with
tiles in phase-plane. Boundedness for the general bilinear operator then fol-
lows once the corresponding Lp-boundedness of time-frequency paraproducts is
established. The latter result, the second Main Theorem, is proved using phase-
plane analysis. The affine invariant structure of such operators in conjunction
with the geometric properties of the associated phase-plane decompositions al-
low Littlewood-Paley techniques to be applied locally, ie. on trees. Boundedness
of the full time-frequency paraproduct then follows using ‘almost orthogonality’
type arguments relying on estimates for tree-counting functions together with
decay estimates. The results in this note represent research carried out over
several years and completed in the summer of 1999. During that time period
various aspects of this research and most of the ideas were presented by the
authors in a number of lectures all around. Full details and proofs are contained
in [8] [9].
Main Theorem I. Let Γ be a closed one-sided cone with vertex at the origin
and m = m(ξ, η) a function having derivatives of all orders inside Γ such that
(1.2) |Dαm(ξ, η)| ≤ const.
(
1
dist((ξ, η), ∂Γ)
)|α|
, |α| ≥ 0.
Then the bi-linear operator
CΓ : f, g −→
∫
Γ
m(ξ, η) f̂(ξ) ĝ(η) e2πix(ξ+η) dξdη
is bounded from Lp(R) × Lq(R) into Lr(R), 1/p + 1/q = 1/r < 3/2, so long as
no edge of Γ lies on the diagonal ξ+η = 0 or on a coordinate axis. Furthermore,
when Γ lies in the half-plane ξ + η > 0 and r ≥ 1, the operator CΓ has range in
the complex Hardy space HrC(R).
There is a corresponding Hardy space result when Γ lies in the half-plane
ξ + η < 0. By changing variables η −→ −η we also obtain an equivalent result
for sesqui-linear operators
CΓ : f, g −→
∫
Γ
m(ξ, η) f̂(ξ) ĝ(η) e2πix(ξ−η) dξdη.
Remark. In these results the multiplierm need only be smooth up to some suffi-
ciently high order, but no attempt is made to quantify the necessary smoothness.
If m is C∞ everywhere in the plane except possibly at the origin its restriction
to any cone Γ will satisfy (1.2) automatically provided
(1.3) |Dαm(ξ, η)| ≤ const. 1
(|ξ|+ |η|)|α| , |α| ≥ 0.
In particular, (1.3) will be satisfied whenever m is C∞ and homogeneous of de-
gree 0. For such multipliers the edges of the cone could be allowed to lie on one
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or more of the coordinate axes. Thus, an easy corollary of Main Theorem I is the
boundedness of the bilinear operators whose symbol is the degree zero homoge-
neous extension of a piecewise-C∞(Σ1) symbol, which is C∞ in a neighborhood
of (ξ,−ξ). This result was conjectured in [7] and its existence suggested in [2].
The proof of Main Theorem I proceeds via special cases. For a given θ let
CPθ : f, g −→
∫
Pθ
m(ξ, η) f̂(ξ) ĝ(η) e2πix(ξ+η) dξdη
be the cone operator associated with the half-plane Pθ =
{
(ξ, η) : ξ tan θ− η >
0
}
and CPθ the corresponding sesqui-linear version.
Theorem 1.4. Let m = m(ξ, η) be a function having derivatives of all orders
in the half-plane Pθ such that
|Dαm(ξ, η)| ≤ const.
(
1
dist((ξ, η), ∂Pθ)
)|α|
, |α| ≥ 0.
Then, if ∂Pθ is not one of the coordinate axes, CPθ and CPθ are bounded from
Lp(R)×Lq(R) into Lr(R), 1/p+1/q = 1/r < 3/2, whenever θ 
= −π/4 and π/4
respectively.
Again the coordinate axes can be allowed if m satisfies (1.3) everywhere away
from the origin in the plane. By taking m(ξ, η) ≡ 1 we thus obtain all the
Bilinear Hilbert transform results of Lacey-Thiele ([13], [14]).
Remark. Save for the restriction r > 2/3, theorem (1.4) also includes the well-
known result of Coifman-Meyer establishing the boundedness of CR2(f, g) from
Lp(R) × Lq(R) into Lr(R), r > 1/2, for any C∞-function m satisfying (1.3)
(cf., [3, 4]). In fact, it is enough to write CR2 as the sum CPθ + CR2\Pθ for any
allowed choice of θ. It is interesting to note that a natural ‘miniaturization’ of
the proof of Main Theorem I actually provides a proof of the Lp-boundedness of
CR2 for the full range of r ( cf.[10] [11] for other recent and independent proofs
of the latter and more ). It also points to the reason for the failure to obtain
the lower value of r in Main Theorem I. Indeed, in (1.3) the only singularity
in the multiplier is at the origin - there is a preferred point in frequency, in
other words - so that wave packets have only to contain translations in time
and dilation. By contrast, in Main Theorem I there is no such preferred point
because the singularities can lie on the full boundary of Γ. As a result wave
packets now have to contain translation in frequency as well, i.e., modulation.
Even after including modulations, however, there is only one point in the proof,
an application of the Hausdorff-Young inequality, at which it becomes essential
to impose the condition r > 2/3. Save for this, the proof of Main Theorem I
would be valid without restriction on r.
Theorem 1.5. Let m = m(ξ, η) be a function having derivatives of all orders
in the half-plane Pθ such that
|Dαm(ξ, η)| ≤ const.
(
1
dist((ξ, η), ∂Pθ)
)|α|
, |α| ≥ 0.
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Then CPθ is bounded from Lp(R) × Lq(R) into Lr(R), 1/p + 1/q = 1/r < 3/2,
so long as 0 < θ ≤ π/4 while CPθ is bounded if 0 < θ < π/4.
Granted (1.5), (1.4) follows easily and from it, Main Theorem I is readily
established. Thus we concentrate on theorem (1.5). There are two fundamental
ideas. The first is to represent CPθ in terms of a doubly-infinite sum of ‘discrete’
bilinear operators, and then secondly to establish Lp-boundedness for these dis-
cretizations.
Time-frequency paraproducts. Given positive numbers aj , a positive ratio-
nal ρ, and Mµ-test functions φ(j), let
φ
(j)
kn(x) = φ
(j)
Q (x) = s
k/2φj(skx− aj) e2πiskxn, s = 2ρ
be the corresponding wave packet associated with a tile Q ∼ {k, , n} in phase
plane, incorporating translation in time, scaling, and modulation. By analogy
with ‘standard’ paraproducts we form the sum
D(f, g) =
∑
k,,n
sk/2 ckn
〈
f, φ
(1)
kn
〉 〈
g, φ
(2)
kn
〉
φ
(3)
kn,
over all tiles Q ∼ {k, , n} in phase plane, the coefficients ckn being in ∞.
In ‘standard’ paraproducts there are no modulations and boundedness from
∞ × L∞(R) × Lq(R) into Lq(R) is well-known under the assumption that at
least two of the ‘mother wave functions’ have vanishing moment (and more
generally). Since modulation need not preserve vanishing moments, however,
stronger conditions will have to be imposed to secure analogous Lp-boundedness
results for D(f, g). Let w(j) be finite intervals such that:
supp φ̂(1) ⊆ w(1), supp φ̂(2) ⊆ w(2), supp φ̂(3) ⊆ w(3)
The substitute for vanishing moments is the requirement that the w(j) have
pairwise-disjoint closure.
Definition 1.6. Fix positive constants aj, a positive rational ρ, and Mµ-test
functions φ(j). Then the bilinear operator
D : f, g −→
∑
k,,n
sk/2 ckn
〈
f, φ
(1)
kn
〉 〈
g, φ
(2)
kn
〉
φ
(3)
kn, s = 2
ρ
will be called a time-frequency paraproduct if the φ(j) have pairwise-disjoint
Fourier support intervals w(j).
By a delicate phase-plane analysis in the spirit of C. Fefferman’s proof of
Carleson’s theorem on the a.e. convergence of Fourier series of L2-functions ([1],
[5]) we have:
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Main Theorem II. Let φ(j) be Mµ(R)-test functions whose Fourier support
intervals w(j) have pairwise-disjoint closure. Then the time-frequency paraprod-
uct
D : {ckn}, f, g −→
∑
k,,n
sk/2 ckn
〈
f, φ
(1)
kn
〉 〈
g, φ
(2)
kn
〉
φ
(3)
kn
where s = 2ρ, is bounded from ∞ × Lp(R)× Lq(R) into Lr(R), provided 1/p+
1/q = 1/r < 3/2. Furthermore, the operator norm of D satisfies the inequality
‖D‖op ≤ const. P
(‖φ(1)‖, ‖φ(2)‖, ‖φ(3)‖)
for some polynomial P depending only on aj , ρ and the Fourier support intervals
w(j).
Examples show that the restriction r > 2/3 in Main Theorem II is sharp [12].
The boundedness results for the corresponding sesqui-linear version, follow from
those for D.
Diagonalization of cone operators. To ‘diagonalize’ CPθ fix θ ∈ (0, π/4]
and recall that Pθ is the half-plane {(ξ, η) : ξ tan θ − η > 0 }. The basic idea
is to generate a Whitney covering {Rkn} of Pθ by translating and dilating a
single square R. Then Mµ-test functions ψ(j) arise as smooth bump functions
associated with R . By taking Short Fourier transform expansions on each square
Rkn, the operator CPθ can be represented as a doubly-infinite sum
CPθ (f, g) =
∞∑
λ,λ2 =−∞
D(ϕ)λ1λ2(f, g)
of functions
D(ϕ)λ1λ2(f, g) =
∞∑
k,,n=−∞
ckn(λ1, λ2)sk/2 〈f, ϕ(1)kn〉〈g, ϕ(2)kn〉ϕ(3)kn
in which ϕ(j)(x) = ψ(j)(x + ajλj), (j = 1, 2); ϕ(3)(x) = ψ(3) and the wave
packets ϕ(j)kn are defined by
ϕ
(j)
kn(x) = s
k/2ϕ(j)(skx− a )e2πiskbjnx
for a fixed choice of positive (geometric) constants aj , bj and a independently
of λ1, λ2 ( eg. b2 controls how the constants behave as θ → 0 ). The key
requirements of the Dλ1λ2 are readily apparent. For by the triangle inequality
(taking r ≥ 1, for example), Main Theorem II ensures that
‖CPθ (f, g)‖r ≤ C
( ∑
λ1,λ2
(
sup
k,n
|ckn(λ1, λ2)|
)‖Dλ1λ2‖op
)
‖f‖p‖g‖q.
Now (1.2) will guarantee that supk,n |ckn(λ1, λ2)| decays as fast as any poly-
nomial in λ1, λ2, while Main Theorem II controls ‖Dλ1λ2‖op. In diagonalizing
CPθ , therefore, it will be crucial to ensure that ‖Dλ1λ2‖op increases no faster
than some fixed polynomial in λ1, λ2. It is here that translation in time plays a
key role. Let π(a) : f(x) −→ a1/2 f(ax), a > 0 denote the unitary action of
dilation on L2(R). Dilation eliminates the bj from the wave packets in D(ϕ) and
we have that Main Theorem II yields:
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Theorem 1.7. The operator D(ϕ) above associated with wave packets
ϕ
(j)
kn(x) = s
k/2ϕ(j)(skx− aj) e2πiskbjnx
is bounded from ∞×Lp(R)×Lq(R) into Lr(R), 1/p+1/q = 1/r < 3/2 provided
the Fourier support intervals w(j) of the dilates π(1/bj)ϕ(j) have pairwise-disjoint
closure. Furthermore, the operator norm of D(ϕ) satisfies the inequality
‖D(ϕ)‖op ≤ const. P
(‖ϕ(1)‖, ‖ϕ(2)‖, ‖ϕ(3)‖)
for some polynomial P depending only on aj , bj , ρ and the w(j).
There are two crucial points to note.
• The choice above forces the ϕ(j) to have the same Fourier support interval
as ψ(j) for each j, independently of λ1, λ2. In turn this guarantees that the
dilates π(1/bj)ϕ(j) too have Fourier support intervals independent of λ1, λ2
for each j.
• The construction also ensures that the ϕ(j) have disjoint Fourier support
intervals which remain disjoint after dilation ϕ(j) −→ φ(j) = π(1/bj)ϕ(j),
guaranteeing that theorem (1.7) above can be applied to each D(ϕ)λ1λ2 to obtain
boundedness.
There is a corresponding representation of CPθ . Some changes in the geometry
are necessary due to the presence of the term ξ − η in CPθ . Granted these,
theorem (1.5) follows quickly and we are left to prove Main Theorem II.
2. Outline of the proof of Main Theorem II
The proof of Main Theorem II proceeds by reducing a general time-frequency
paraproduct into ever more simple cases. Underlying a time-frequency para-
product is an essential structural invariance in translation, modulation and di-
lation coming from the Schro¨dinger representation of the so-called Affine-Weyl-
Heisenberg group (cf. [6]). By applying the same affine transformation in fre-
quency to all the φ(j), hence preserving disjointness of their Fourier support
intervals, a general time-frequency paraproduct is represented as a finite sum of
ones in which
(i) s = 2K for some K which we are free to specify, and
(ii) the w(j) all lie in some interval (α, α+ 12 ), |α| < 12 , which either contains
the origin or is contained in (0, 1).
Moreover the three w(j) can be assumed to lie inside one of the basic intervals :
(0, 1), M = 1;
(
−2
M−1 − 1
2M − 1 ,
2M−1 − 1
2M − 1
)
, M > 1
which generate respective gridsWM in R via affine transformations ξ −→ 2Mkξ+
n . The value of K is specified in terms of the separation of the w(j); more
precisely, s = 2MN where N is chosen so large that in case M = 1 there is at
least one interval in W1 of length 1/2N between adjacent w(j) as well as one
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between each end-point of [0, 1) and the nearest w(j), while in case M > 1 there
are corresponding intervals in WM of length ∼ 1/2MN . Hence in proving Main
Theorem II it is enough to begin with time-frequency paraproduct
D(f, g) =
∞∑
k, , n=−∞
ckn 2MNk/2 〈 f, φ(1)kn 〉 〈 g, φ(2)kn 〉φ(3)kn
where M is determined by which of the intervals above contains all the Fourier
support intervals w(j) and
φ
(j)
kn(x) = s
k/2φ(j)(skx− aj)e2πiskxn, s = 2MN .
Such a time-frequency paraproduct will be said to be (M, N)-canonical form.
The link of the Fourier support intervals with grid structures in frequency is
crucial. We prove:
Theorem 2.1. A time-frequency paraproduct
D(f, g) =
∑
Q∈Q(+)M,N
cQ
1√|IQ| 〈f, φ(1)Q 〉〈g, φ(2)Q 〉φ(3)Q
in (M, N)-canonical form is bounded as an operator from ∞ × Lp(R)× Lq(R)
into Lr(R), whenever 1/p + 1/q = 1/r < 3/2 and p, q > 1. Its operator norm
satisfies the inequality
‖D‖op ≤ const. P
(‖φ(1)‖, ‖φ(2)‖, ‖φ(3)‖)
for some polynomial P depending only on aj , ρ and the Fourier support intervals
w(j).
The tiles Q ∼ {k, l, n} ∈ QM,N are defined via the affine transformations in
frequency
τQ : [0, 1) −→ wQ, M = 1; τQ : [−αM , αM ) −→ wQ, M > 1;
ie. τQ(ξ) = sk(ξ + n), Q ∼ {k, l, n}. The intervals w(j)Q = τQ(w(j)) are then the
Fourier support intervals of the wave packets φ(j)Q and their geometric properties
are fundamental to the restriction to time-frequency paraproducts in (M,N)-
canonical form. By Q(+)M,N we have denoted those Q ∈ QM,N with n > 0. Hence
QM,N = Q
(−)
M,N ∪Q(0)M,N ∪Q(+)M,N .
Outline of the proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof of Theorem (2.1) relies
on a careful study of the phase plane associated with D. Given δ > 0, δ small,
choose p, q > 1 so that 1/2+2δ < 1/p+1/q < 3/2−2δ, ∣∣1/p−1/q∣∣ < 1/2−2δ..
The lower bound is needed to secure convergence of various geometric series
occuring in the proof and is removed later using interpolation in exploiting the
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symmetry and adjoint properties of the family of all D’s . The upper bound is
needed solely to prove the error estimate (2.2) below.
Set p0 = max{p, p′}, q0 = max{q, q′} so that
1
2
+ 2δ < 1/r0 = 1/p0 + 1/q0 <
3
2
− 2δ.
Now fix f ∈ Lp(R), g ∈ Lq(R) and {cQ} ∈ l∞; without loss of generality we
assume ‖{cQ}‖∞ = 1. The goal is to establish the weak type estimate
|{x : |D(f, g)(x)| ≥ 2γ}| ≤ const.
(‖f‖p ‖g‖q
γ
)r
, γ > 0
with 1/r = 1/p + 1/q as usual. The first step in the proof is reminiscent of the
familiar Caldero´n-Zygmund decomposition. Fix a small η > 0 to be specified
later depending on the earlier choice of δ and r0. Set
Ebad =
{
x : Mp(M(f)(x) > s−1/η κp
} ⋃ {
x : Mq(M(g)(x) > s−1/η κq
}
,
where
κp =
(‖f‖1/qp γ1/p
‖g‖1/pq
)r
, κq =
(‖g‖1/pq γ1/q
‖f‖1/qp
)r
.
With these choices
|Ebad| ≤ const.
(‖f‖p ‖g‖q
γ
)r
.
As a function, D(f, g) = Dbad(f, g) + Dgood(f, g) decomposes into ‘bad’ and
‘good’ functions setting
Dbad(f, g) =
∑
IQ⊆Ebad
1√|IQ| cQ
〈
f, φ
(1)
Q
〉 〈
g, φ
(2)
Q
〉
φ
(3)
Q ,
The Hardy-Littlewood maximal function uniformly controls wave packet coeffi-
cients of f and g. Thus removal of all tiles with IQ ⊆ Ebad ensures that the
coefficients in
Dgood(f, g) =
∑
IQ ⊆Ebad
1√|IQ| cQ
〈
f, φ
(1)
Q
〉 〈
g, φ
(2)
Q
〉
φ
(3)
Q
satisfy uniform bounds. On the other hand, the φ(i) appearing in Dbad(f, g) are
‘concentrated’ inside Ebad, so the bad function can be estimated sufficiently far
away from Ebad using solely decay estimates on the φ(i) and Hausdorff-Young
inequalities. Set E1 =
⋃
IQ⊆Ebad s
2IQ.
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Theorem 2.2. The inequalities |E1| ≤ const. |Ebad| and
1
γ
∫
R\E1
|Dbad(f, g)(x)| dx ≤ const. |Ebad|
hold uniformly in f, g and γ as well as the aj.
Clearly then
|{x : |Dbad(f, g)(x)| ≥ γ }| ≤ const.
(‖f‖p ‖g‖q
γ
)r
,
leaving only the proof of the corresponding estimate for Dgood(f, g). This re-
quires a very delicate decomposition of the ‘good’ function into the sum of func-
tions associated with ‘trees’ of tiles defined using the partial order Q ≤ Q′ ⇐⇒
IQ ⊆ I ′Q, wQ ⊇ wQ′ on Q(+)M,N . A tree T is set of tiles containing a tile Q
which is maximal in the sense that Q ∈ T⇔ Q ≤ Q. This maximal tile will be
called the tree-top of T and will often be denoted by IT × wT to emphasize its
dependence on T. To each tree there corresponds a Carleson box or a tent in
the usual upper half-plane and so there are intimate connections between trees
and Tent spaces. The role of a tree, however, is to control in an efficient manner
the oscillatory behaviour that an otherwise random group of tiles in phase-plane
has. To illustrate this consider the tree operator
f, g −→ DT(f, g) =
∑
Q∈T
cQ
1√|IQ| 〈 f, φ(1)Q 〉〈 g, φ(2)Q 〉φ(3)Q
obtained by summing only over tiles in T, and suppose M = 1. For each tile
Q ∼ {k, , n} in T the tree structure ensures that n = [s−kλT], where λT is
the left-hand endpoint of wT. After suitable conjugations by e2πixλT , therefore,
DT can be rewritten in terms of modulated wave-packets all having roughly the
same oscillation and hence Mµ-norm which is uniform in T. To be precise
their frequency satisfy the inequality 0 ≤ s−kλT − [s−kλT] < 1. A tree opera-
tor is thus a ‘standard’ paraproduct modulated by a single exponential e2πixλT .
Familiar techniques now produce L2-norm estimates for DT which are inde-
pendent of λT provided at least two of the modulated wave-packets ψ(i)(x) =
φ(i)(x)e2πix(s
−kλT−[s−kλT]) have vanishing moments. But s−kλT − [s−kλT] 
∈
w(i) =⇒ ∫ ∞
∞
ψ(i)(x) dx = φ̂(i)(s−kλT − [s−kλT]) = 0,
so we need to know that s−kλT − [s−kλT] fails to belong to at least two of
the w(i). This, however, is exactly what disjointness of the Fourier support
intervals guarantees. A corresponding argument applies in the case M ≥ 2,
setting λT = τQ(0). Hence we can also view this grouping of tiles into trees as
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an ‘efficient localization’ in phase plane, for which the origin becomes once again
a ‘distinguished’ point in frequency, in the sense that locally, i.e., on each tree,
Littlewood-Paley theory applies. The idea now is to choose families of trees. For
each ν ≥ 0, we define nested families {Qν},
∅ ⊆ . . . ⊆ Qν ⊆ Qν−1 ⊆ . . . ⊆ Q−1 =
{
Q ∈ Q(+)M,N : IQ 
⊆ Ebad
}
of tiles recursively by choosing families Fν =
⋃
i,j F (ij)ν of trees so that
Qν−1 \ Qν =
⋃
T∈Fν
{
Q : Q ∈ T}
We summarize the properties of Qν that follow immediately from the ν-th stage
construction. We list them for f but analogous ones hold for g with φ(1)Q replaced
by φ(2)Q , p0 by q0 and j 
= 2 instead of j 
= 1. They are refinements of a priori
estimates at the first stage, ie. in Q−1
Properties of Qν . (i) For all Q in Qν ,
1√|IQ| |〈 f, φ(1)Q 〉| ≤ constφs−(1+η)(1+ν)/p0s−1/ηκp
(ii) The inequality
1
|IT|
∫ ∞
−∞
(∑
Q∈T
1
|IQ| |〈f, φ
(1)
Q 〉|2χIQ (x)
)1/2
dx ≤ constφκps−(ν+1)/p0
holds for all Λ(j)-trees in Qν , j 
= 1.
One remarkable consequence of this construction is that (ii) above remains
valid for any interval J in IT, not just for IT itself, leading to a Carleson measure
type estimate.
Then
Dgood(f, g) =
∞∑
ν=0
( ∑
T∈Fν
DT(f, g)
)
, Fν =
2⋃
i=1
( 3⋃
j=1
F (ij)ν
)
provides the desired decomposition. Note that there will be three different classes
of trees, each specifying which two of the three wave-packets φ(i)Q , i = 1, 2, 3,
have vanishing moments uniformly for tiles Q in that tree. All the difficulty
comes in establishing L2-estimates for Dgood.
Ideally, what one really wants is that each DT(f, g) be an L2-function and
that pairs of such functions be ‘almost orthogonal’. So, armed with the Fourier
support condition and the vanishing moment conditions available for each tree
we prove:
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(A) an L2-norm estimate(
1
γ2
∫ ∞
−∞
∣∣DT(f, g)(x)∣∣2 dx
)1/2
≤ const. s−ν/r0 |IT|1/2
for each tree T in Fν and
(B) an Lσ-norm estimate for every 1 ≤ σ <∞(∫ ∞
−∞
NFν (x)
σ dx
)1/σ
≤ const. s(1+2δ)ν
(‖f‖p‖g‖q
γ
)r/σ
for the function NFν = NFν (x) counting the number of trees in Fν above
x -where Fν is a suitable truncation of Fν .
This counting function controls most aspects of the rest of the proof as it captures
the interactions among trees. It enables us to sum ‘almost orthogonal’ tree
functions in much the same spirit as almost orthogonal operators are summed
in the Cotlar-Stein lemma. In the case of just one tree, for instance, it provides
the L2-bound
(†) 1
γ2
∫ ∞
−∞
∣∣DT(f, g)(x)∣∣2 dx ≤ const. s−2δν
(‖f‖p‖g‖q
γ
)r
.
If this estimate for a single tree could be replaced by the sum over trees then
the companion estimate
(††) |{x : |Dgood(f, g)(x)| > γ
}| ≤ const.(‖f‖p‖g‖q
γ
)r
to the one for the ‘bad’ function would follow immediately. Our approach has
to be less direct, however, though it is the same in principle. We adopt the
strategy Fefferman used at the corresponding point of his pointwise convergence
proof ([5]):
(a) ‘thin out’ the trees in Fν , and seek families of new trees to be called
forests;
(b) decompose the ‘thinned’ Fν into O(ν) forests whose trees still satisfy (A)
and whose counting function satisfies the same Lσ-estimate (B) ;
(c) ‘trim’ the new trees in each forest so that an estimate like (†) holds now
for the sum of trees in a forest ;
(d) estimate the error terms created by this double pruning process.
Consequently, if we denote by Strim the new trees left after trimming then
Dgood(f, g) = Ddense(f, g) + Dedge(f, g) +
∞∑
ν=0
[O(ν)∑
n=1
( ∑
S∈W(ν)n
DStrim(f, g)
)]
where the error terms Ddense(f, g) and Dedge(f, g) are defined by summing re-
spectively over tiles associated to the wave packets ‘concentrated’ in ‘leftover’
sets Edense and Eedge. The counting function estimate ensures that once again
there are estimates entirely analogous to (2.2) for these error terms after intro-
ducing exceptional sets defined from Edense and Eedge in the same manner E1
was from Ebad. Hence the proof is reduced to establishing the following
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Theorem (Forest Estimate). The inequality
1
γ2
∫ ∞
−∞
∣∣∣ ∑
S∈W(ν)n
DStrim(f, g)(x)
∣∣∣2dx ≤ const. s−2δν(‖f‖p‖g‖q
γ
)r
holds uniformly in f, g, γ and forest W(ν)n .
Combining all the previous estimates we finally deduce (††); thereby complet-
ing the proof of theorem (2.1) and hence of Main Theorem II.
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